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Abstract: Universal access to drinkable water is a constitutional right guaranteed in Brazil. However,
not all cities in this country are able to supply the population with the expected quality. Important
actions should be taken to improve the supply of drinkable water. To define a strategic plan for this
purpose, classification tools can facilitate the design of plans, by grouping cities with similar quality
conditions. During the last decades, neural network approaches have been used in environmental
models, allowing more accurate representation of some complex systems. This work proposes the use
of self-organizing maps (SOM’s) coupled with the k-means algorithm to determine city groups
(clusters) based on water quality features available at the National System of Sanitation Information
(SNIS). Using the Calinski-Harabaz (CH) index for clustering performance analysis, an optimal number
of clusters is defined. The objective of this clustering is to clarify the real conditions, to understand the
main service deficits from the water quality perspective, and to plan suitable strategies to reduce these
deficits.
Keywords: water supply systems; water quality analysis; self-organizing maps; k-means clustering

1

INTRODUCTION

The need to cope with population growth coupled with water scarcity and increased production costs
propels water supply utilities towards improved efficiency. More often than not, the improvement of
existing infrastructures fails to match this accelerated demand growth, causing serious operational
problems. Moreover, the lack of effluent treatment, mainly in developing countries, worsens even more
the available water resources conditions, causing problems to water treatment. Efficient water
management is an important task to avoid these problems. A well designed plan can identify future
issues and provide technical and financial resources to ensure quality in water and wastewater
services. However, Tupper and Resende (2004) conducted a study in Brazil for the period of 19962000, finding that the efficiency of water and wastewater services in some regions vary significantly
due to climatic, social and economic impacts, showing that water management still needs major
advances.
In Brazil, the Law 11445/2007 establishes guidelines for sanitation, with the following principles:
universality, integrity, availability, efficiency and economic sustainability, safety, quality and regularity
and integration with water resources management. Albuquerque and Ferreira (2012) highlight that,
since the creation of this law, the improvement of sanitation indicators is very slow, requiring major
investments to achieve its principles.
In this context, system classification mechanisms could help regulatory authorities identify cities that
need further investment. In addition, the benchmarking could be determined and used to establish
quality standards. Cabrera et al. (2014) and Lima et al. (2015) present different proposals for water
supply system classification based on energy consumption of pumping stations. Berg and Lin (2007),
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Thanassoulis (2000), and Scaratti et al. (2013) use the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to classify
some cities of Peru, United Kingdom and Brazil, respectively, in relation to management of sanitation
services.
The application of SOM’s as a clustering tool for database operation (Kohonen et al., 2000) or as early
data labelling for the application of classification tools (Izquierdo et al., 2016, Aksela, et al. 2009) has
improved in recent years, especially fostered by the availability of large databases and the rapid
increase in computer processing.
This paper proposes a classification of Brazilian cities according to the quality of treated water and the
compliance level of water and sewage services, key features of population health. Systems with
similar characteristics are grouped together through a set of SOMs coupled with the k-means
algorithm. As a result, the groups are classified, allowing the identification of the cities which need
more investment. We claim this classification may be an important tool for government policies.
2

METHOD

2.1

Indicator selection

The features used to cluster the water supply systems are selected from the database of the National
System of Sanitation Information (SNIS). Due to the large number of cities that do not have a
wastewater system, the indicators related to this service are not used. Instead, they are included in the
attribute that simply measures the existence or not of this service, which has a huge impact in people
health. Regarding potable water, the five indicators in Table 1 are used as clustering features.
Table 1. Selected indicators
Indicator
-

Description

Indicator

Description

Have a wastewater service? IN079_AE Sample conformity - residual chlorine (%)

IN055_AE

Water service index (%)

IN080_AE

IN057_AE Water fluoridation index (%) IN085_AE

Sample conformity - turbidity (%)
Sample conformity - total coliforms (%)

The most recent available data, used in this work, is from 2014. Cities with missing information or
wrong values for the indicators were disregarded. As a result, 2231 cities are considered for the study,
which represents 40% of total number of cities in Brazil.
2.2

Self-organizing maps – SOM’s

Different sensory inputs activate different regions of the brain. It occurs primarily by the brain’s ability
to map input signals (motor, visual, audible, etc.) and to distribute them in an orderly fashion,
activating only the responsible parts for responding to this stimulation. Kohonen (1990) suggested a
general model of brain mapping, only considering fundamental characteristics of natural behaviour,
but organizing the problem for computational processing. From a mathematical viewpoint, the
objective of self-organizing maps is to process input data of arbitrary dimension and bring them to one
or two-dimensional spaces, using transforming operations to ensure topological similarity (Haykin,
2001).
In general, the algorithm deploys a mesh of neurons in the search space and, along the iteration
progress, the mesh is adjusted until the synaptic weights are able to represent the feature space.
The algorithm starts by initializing the synaptic weights of the network. Such initialization can be done
randomly, distributing weights in the space, or by an orderly procedure, using squared or hexagonal
meshes. Each input vector with m dimensions can be written as
,

…

(1)

,

and an input weight

as
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(2)

j = 1,2.... l,

where l is the numb
ber of neuro
ons in the ne
etwork. The search for best similariity between a weight
vector wj and a deffault input x can be wrritten as the minimizatio
on of the noorm of the difference
d
between
n the two vecctors. The ne
euron,
, with the gre
eatest similarrity with the iinput vector can be
written a
as
(3)

j=1, 2,...
2 l.

The neu
uron that sa
atisfies the optimal
o
cond
dition is dec
clared the winner
w
neuroon and a to
opological
neighbou
urhood is asssociated with
h it. This nei ghbourhood defines the activation zoone, as sugg
gested by
nt this biolog
the biolo
ogical inspira
ation. Taking
g into accoun
gical inspirattion, cerebraal activation nearby a
stimulate
ed neuron iss greater tha
an the activa
ation at further distant. In
n this way, tthe neighbou
urhood is
defined a
as an activation region, stimulated b
by the winnerr neuron. Fig
gure (1) show
ws a two-dim
mensional
self-orga
anizing map with an input vector. Th
he darkest circle
c
is the winner neurron and a gray scale
shows th
he influence on the neigh
hbourhood in
n the adaptive
e process.

ng map (adap
pted from Kooua e Kraak, 2004)
Figurre 1. Example of a two-diimensional sself-organizin
Compariing with the brain’s beha
aviour, the a
activation of the neighbo
ourhood decrreases mono
otonically
around tthe winner neuron. This
s behaviour can be tra
anslated into a mathemaatical modell using a
monoton
nically decayying functio
on. A reaso
onable choic
ce, usual in
n the literatture, is to take the
neighbou
urhood functtion as a Gau
ussian functi on, as shown in (4):
,

,

(4)

,

is the to
opological ne
eighbourhoo
od centred on the winnerr neuron i, ccontaining the set of j
where ,
neurons excited by such
s
a winne
er; is the n
neighborhood
d size, which
h can be deffined as a de
ecreasing
ntial function with respect to the time
e step. Distan
nce , can be written ass the quadra
atic norm,
exponen
as show
wn in (5):
(5)

,

,

he position of
o the excited
d neuron j an
nd
with th
map output space.

the pos
sition of the winner
w
neuroon i, measure
ed on the

Once de
efined the ne
eighbourhood
d, each weig
ght is update
ed considerin
ng the entire topological proximity
information. The incrrement
is defined by ( 6):
∆
where

,

,

is the forgetffulness rate, which repre
esents the hu
uman-like lea
arning processs.

(6)
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Finally, the updating for each time step n can be written as:
1

.

,

(7)

When the learning process is finished, each neuron will be close to an input data group represented in
the output space. However, for small group applications, some other procedure is required, because,
usually, the number of neurons is higher than the intended number of group. To reduce the cluster
number, allowing pre-clustering via SOMs, the k-means algorithm is applied.
2.3

k-means Algorithm

The k-means algorithm has been widely applied as a clustering data method, mainly by it easy
application and ability of separation (Herrera et al., 2010, Godin et al., 2005, Laerhofen, 2001. In kmeans, the number of groups should be previously defined as k groups and so the centroid position
for each group can be randomly defined inside the input space.
If data is made of m-dimensional vectors, as presented in (1), the centroid of group is written as:
,

…

(8)

.

For each input data, the distance to all centroids is calculated. An input data is assigned to a group
according to the lowest distance to the corresponding centroid. Once defined the cluster for each data,
the positions of all the centroids are recalculated, by updating using the average position of the
corresponding group. This position may, accordingly, be written as:
∑

(9)

,
is the number of elements belonging to group .

where

The objective of the method is to minimize the sum of differences between each input data and the
corresponding centroid. After completion, the final position of a centroid corresponds to the average
position of its cluster and, eventually, all the input data can be labelled.
The definition of the group number k is not always simple, because it depends mainly of the data
distribution and its correlations. Furthermore, different to the treatment with labelled data, which allows
the use of statistical error measurements, the evaluation of clustering quality requires some specific
approach, as presented by Maulik and Bandyopadhyay (2002). Clustering evaluation should take into
account not only inter-cluster distances, showing the capacity of the clustering to separate elements,
but also intra-cluster distances, which show the capacity to get together around the centroid most
elements. The work of Maulik and Bandyopadhyay (2002) presents a set of validation and quality
indicator indexes. Among these indexes an important quality indicator of clustering quality is proposed
by Calinski and Harabaz (1974) called the
index, written as:
∑

.‖

‖
1

‖

‖

(10)

is the number of elements of cluster , is the centroid of all input data, is the number of
where
clusters, and n is the number of input data. This index takes into account analyses of variance method
(ANOVA) and calculates centroid distances and distances between data and centroids, correlating
internal and external distances. This index allows defining a best partition of data, the highest
values being linked with the best number of clusters.
3

RESULTS

Once defined the cluster features, a SOM algorithm developed in MatLab was applied for previous
clustering. A bi-dimensional network with 20x20 neurons and hexagonal configuration is applied.
Figure (2) shows the data maps, corresponding to the distribution of input data and the distance
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between
n weight possitions after training.
t
Ligh
ht colour me
eans short distance, whille dark colou
ur means
large disstance. The input
i
data map
m analysis is a good to
ool to understand featuree correlations
s and has
been applied for envvironmental problems
p
reccently (Chea
a et al., 2016, Kalteh et aal., 2008). Input maps
with sim
milar colour distribution or reverse similar distribution pres
sent strong correlation between
features. The main correlation
c
observed in F
Figure (2) is between the
e presence oof wastewate
er service
and wate
er fluoridatio
on. This index
x is higher fo
or cities without wastewa
ater services . No other co
orrelation
may be observed by using only
y map analyysis. Since the SOMs fo
or this data show low co
orrelation
between
n features, th
he dataset ha
as a very low
w level of infformation red
dundancy. A
As a result, th
he quality
of the ma
aps describin
ng the dataset may be co
onsidered as
s very good.

Figure
F
2. We
eight map of each indicato
or

(b)

(a)
Figure 3. a) U m
matrix; b) Ne
euron distribu
ution

Once the feature co
orrelations are defined, a
an important tool to inte
erpret the SO
OM results is the Umatrix, w
which prese
ents the fina
al distance at each neuron and its neighbourrhood. Follo
owing the
presente
ed colour sccheme, Figure (3-a) sho
ows the U-m
matrix for the performedd clustering of water
quality. Thus, it is possible
p
to identify boun
ndary region
ns and macro clusters iif a large nu
umber of
neurons are used, ass in this work. Figure (3- b) shows the
e spatial distribution of neeurons and data,
d
in a
two-dime
ensional spa
ace, using the first featurres to represent them. Tw
wo macro grroups are ide
entified in
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Figure (3
3-b), and byy interpreting
g the U-matrrix, also two lighter colou
ur regions seeparated by a darker
region. L
Lighter regio
ons represent concentrat ion of weigh
hts, also corrresponding too data conce
entration.
The clusstering could
d have been
n done with
h fewer neurons, making the clusteering proces
ss easier;
howeverr, a low num
mber of neu
urons can h
harm the quality of data
a representaation becaus
se of the
dimensio
onality reducction.
Bearing in mind the main objectiive of this wo
ork, namely, to propose strategic grooups for water quality
analysis, a restricted
d number of clusters is n
need to defin
ne clearly acttions to imprrove the perfformance
of water supply utilities. The k-me
eans algorith
hm is applied
d here to reduce the num
mber of cluste
ers, using
the CH index to defin
ne the ideal number
n
of clu
usters.
Knowing
g the weight and input data position,, as presente
ed at figure 3-b, it is posssible to dettermine a
distance
e between ea
ach data and
d each neuro
on. The matrrix where all distances arre located is noted as
dissimila
arity matrix. The
T Euclidian distance iss used, cons
sidering the continuous
c
d istribution off the data
in the fe
eature space
e. For other distribution ccharacteristic
cs, more appropriate waays of calcullating the
distance
e may be cho
osen. The dis
ssimilarity ma
atrix is define
ed in (11).
‖
‖

‖
⋮

‖

… ‖
⋱
… ‖

‖
⋮

(11)

‖

Starting with only 2 groups, a k-means
k
clu
uster model with dissimilarity matrix is applied and
a
after
classifica
ation data, the
t
CH inde
ex is calcula
ated to evalu
uate the perrformance of the clustering. The
process is repeated,, increasing the number of clusters to
t find the optimal valuee. Figure (4) presents
the evolu
ution of the CH
C index forr the evaluate
ed cluster nu
umbers. Usin
ng four cluste
ters presents
s the best
efficienccy performan
nce and it is
s eventually used to divide the data
a. Figure (5)) shows the obtained
clusters. The four clusters
c
can be visualizzed with low
w superposition of data.. The tri-dim
mensional
represen
ntation of clusters was ch
hosen by ide
entifying the set
s of feature
es that repreesent the clus
sters with
lowest superposition caused by dimensionalit
d
ty reduction.

a)

b)

4. a) Final clustering afte
er k-means p rocessing wiith 4 groups. b) CH indexx for differentt number
Figure 4
of clusters
Observin
ng the avera
age values of
o indicatorss for each group of the final clusterring arrange
ement, as
shown in
n Table 2, well
w defined characteristic
c
cs can be ide
entified. Clea
arly, Group 3 has the be
est values
for all indicators. Gro
oup 3 is the only one wh
here most off the cities have
h
a wasteewater servic
ce, which
confirmss the concern
n with water quality. Unfo
ortunately, th
he number of
o cities of thhis group is the
t small.
Group 4 is the secon
nd best, clos
sely followed by Group 1. The cities of
o these grouups are charracterized
by good results in water
w
quality parameters, except for the fluoridatio
on index, butt need impro
ovements
to unive
ersalize wate
er and wasttewater servvices. Group
p 2 shows a critical sittuation, whe
ere major
investme
ents are neccessary to achieve
a
univversality and quality, which guaranteee population health.
Group 2 also concen
ntrates mostt of the citiess used for this study, 43.2 % of total,, which indic
cates that
Brazil stiill has a long
g way to achieve the princciples of Law
w 11445/2007
7 in its territoory.
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Table 2.
2 Average va
alues of indic
cators for eac
ch group
Groups

1

2

3

4

Have a wastewate
er service?

0.4243

0.3
3797

0.51158

0.4248

Wate
er service in
ndex (%)

67.2
6

64
4.4

722.0

69.1

Water fluoridation
n index (%)

45.1
4

39
9.1

666.5

52.4

Sa
amples confformity - residual chlori ne (%)

74.8
7

70
0.9

855.3

81.2

Samples conformity
c
- turbidity (%
%)

73.9
7

69
9.2

833.7

78.1

S
Samples con
nformity - total coliform
ms (%)

77.4
7

73
3.9

877.3

82.2

Total citie
es

634
6

10
006

2885

306
6

To achie
eve universallity in sanitattion, a scale factor must be
b considere
ed. Accordingg to Shih et al
a (2006),
an incre
ease of 1% in production reduces u
unit cost by 0.16%. The
erefore, largeer systems are
a more
favourab
ble to have good
g
indicato
ors. Howeve
er, Figure 6 shows
s
no co
orrelation bettween city population
and percceptual wate
er service, water
w
fluorida
ation and residual chlorine conformiity. This beh
haviour is
observed
d for all indicators, whic
ch shows th
hat, besides economic barriers,
b
the adopted policies are
fundame
ental for city sanitation de
evelopment.

Figure 6.
6 Example of
o correlation between city
y size and pe
erformance iindicators

4

CO
ONCLUSION
NS

This pap
per presents a method to
o classify citie
es considerin
ng supplied water
w
qualityy and the existence of
water servicce. These ch
a wastew
haracteristicss are fundamental for population
p
h ealth and are set to
achieve the principle
es establishe
ed by Law 11
1445/2007. As
A observed, most of thee cities do no
ot have a
wastewa
ater service, which reflec
cts directly in
nto poor wate
er quality. Th
he methodol ogy presented in this
work is applied to 40%
4
of Braz
zilian cities, trying to fin
nd strategic groups to im
mprove wate
er quality
problem in this counttry. The clus
stering analyysis showed clearly 4 groups with deccreasing qua
ality in the
indicatorrs used. The
e group with worst avera
age values for
f the indica
ators concenntrated 43.2 % of the
total num
mber of citiess used in this paper. Con
nsidering this
s study, governmental innvestments should
s
be
addresse
ed, especiallly for the cities of Group
p 2, which are
e very susce
eptible to epiidemic disea
ases. The
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identification of the importance degree of each feature can be a tool to define strategic plans to
improve the water quality in Brazil.
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